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Let X,, , X,, be n consecutive observations of a linear process X, = p +CFz,, a,Z,_,., where p is a 
constant and {Z,} is an innovation process consisting of independent and identically distributed random 
variables with mean zero and finite variance. Assume that X, has a probability density f: Uniform strong 
’ consistency of kernel density estimators off is establish,ed, and their rates of convergence are obtained. 
d The estimators can achieve the rate of convergence (4-l $08 JI)“~ m L, norm restricted to compacts 
under weak conditions. 
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1. Introduction 
The nonparametric estimation of a probability density is an interesting problem in 
statistical inference and plays an important role in communication theory and pattern 
recognition. The literature dealing with density estimation when the observations 
are independent is extensive. The reader is referred to Wegman (1972) for a review. 
Density estimation for dependent random variables and time series has recently 
received increasing attention. For a bibliography and relevant papers, see Robinson 
(1983), (1987), Yakowitz (1985), Masry (1986, 1987), Masry and Gyijrfi (1987), 
Ioannides and Roussas (1987), Roussas (1988), Gyiirfi, Hardle, Sarda and Vieu 
(1989), and Tran (1989a,b). 
Let X, , . . . , X, be n consecutive observations of a linear process X, = 
/1 +Cr=0 urZrPr, where p is a constant and {Z,} is an innovation process consisting 
of independent and identically distributed random variables with mean zero and 
finite variance. Many important time series models such as the autoregressive 
processes and the mixed autoregressive moving average time series models are linear 
processes. Assume that X, has a probability density J One of the more popular 
nonparametric estimates of f is the kernel estimate (see Rosenblatt, 1956; and 
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Parzen, 1962) given by 
where K is a kernel function and {b,} is a sequence of bandwidths with b, tending 
to zero as II tends to infinity. Here and throughout the paper x denotes a fixed point 
of the real line (R). 
Parameter estimation in time series analysis is often carried out under the Gaussian 
assumption. It if often useful to check whether the density of a time series is Gaussian 
or close to it. Hart and Vieu (1990) have pointed out that estimating the marginal 
density of a stationary time series is of interest since it is reasonable to use f as the 
predictive density for long-term forecasting. Most of the known results on density 
estimation for time series or dependent random variables are obtained under some 
assumptions on the type of dependence of the relevant process, for example, strong 
mixing, absolute regularity or asymptotic uncorrelatedness. The strong mixing and 
absolute regularity conditions hold for large classes of linear as well as nonlinear 
processes (see Gorodetskii, 1977; Pham and Tran, 1985; and Pham, 1987). Sufficient 
conditions for linear processes to be strong mixing or absolute regular are given, 
respectively, in Gorodetskii (1977) and Pham and Tran (1985). However, some of 
these conditions are hard to verify. Our main assumptions only involve the charac- 
teristic function of Z, and the sequence {a,}. 
Chanda (1983) has obtained conditions for the pointwise convergence of fj to f 
and for the asymptotic normality of fn. The present paper is concerned with the 
almost sure uniform convergence offn and its rate of convergence. Our method of 
proof is related to that of Tran (1989a). The letter C will be used to denote constants 
whose values are unimportant and may vary. All limits are taken as n + cc unless 
indicated otherwise. Without loss of generality, we assume p = 0. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the assumptions and preliminary 
lemmas are given. The main result is presented in Theorem 3.1 of Section 3. Under 
general conditions, we show that for an arbitrary compact subset D of the real line, 
suplfn(~)-f(x)l=O((log 4nb,,)Y')"*h 
XC 1, 
The rates of convergence obtained are rather sharp. lfwe choose b, = C(n-’ log n)“j 
where C > 0, then under the conditions of Theorem 3.1, the uniform rate of conver- 
gence of fn to f is (n-’ log n)“‘. This rate has been shown by Stone (1983) to be 
the optimal uniform rate of convergence for nonparametric estimators off in the 
case where the density f is only assumed to satisfy a Lipschitz condition. Such a 
rate can be attained by using a positive kernel. 
As an example, we show that for first order autoregressive processes, fn converges 
to S at the sharp rate of convergence (log n(nb,)- ‘)“2 under some weak conditions 
(see Assumptions 2.1 and 2.3) if b, tends to zero slowly enough that nb,(log n)-‘+ ~0. 
This condition is only marginally stronger than the condition that nb, + a normally 
assumed in the independent case. 
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2. Some preliminary lemmas 
Define the averaging kernel K,(x) by 
K,(x) =$ K(x/b,). 
n 
Then 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
We will assume that the following assumptions hold: 
Assumption 2.1. The characteristic function x(t) of 2, satisfies 
Ix(j)1 dt<a. (2.3) 
Assumption 2.2. Suppose that IF=_, la,1 < co and CT=‘_, n(u) = 0( /-‘), where T(V) = 
c;r=,. 14. 
Assumption 2.3. The kernel function K is a density function satisfying a Lipschitz 
condition of order 1, that is 
IK(x)-K(Y)l~ClX-Yl. 
Since K is Lipschitz and integrable, it is bounded. 
Denote 
l? = suplK(x)l. 
xtlW 
Define 
/1n = EK,(x-Xl), 
and 
A,(X)= K,(x-X,)-pn. 
Assumption 2.4. The bandwidth b, tends to zero slowly enough that 
nb,(log n))’ + cc. 
Let C > 0 be a positive constant to be specified later. Define 
p =p(n) = [(4&)-‘n”‘b;“(log rag”‘], 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
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where [x] denotes the integer part of x. By Assumption 2.4, p(n) tends to infinity. 
Note also that p(n)/n tends to zero since 6, tends to zero. Since the investigation 
here concerns the behavior off, for large n, we will without loss of generality 
assume that n is large 
2, = ‘jj’ a,Z, 
r = 0 
enough so that p(n) < n. Denote 
Then the process (2,) is p-dependent. Define 
&(x)=&(x-rZ,)-;,, (2.7) 
where 
& = EK,,(xG?J. (2.8) 
Note that Ai varies with n. Also 2, and A;(x) vary with p and n, p respectively. 
However, for simplicity, we do not use subscripts in their notations to indicate these 
dependences. 
In Lemmas 2.1-2.7 presented below, it will be tacitly assumed that Assumptions 
2.1-2.4 hold. 
Lemma 2.1. Let i,(x) be as dejined in (2.7). 7hen, 
sup Var[n^,(x)]s Cb,‘. 
XER 
(2.9) 
Proof. The characteristic function of 2, is 
G(u) = ;li; X(%). (2.10) 
For sufficiently large p, we have Uj f 0 for some 0 sj s p - 1. Assumption 2.4 ensures 
thatp+oo. Then I$(u)]~lx(ua,)], and hence 6 is absolutely integrable by Assump- 
tion 2.1. By the Fourier inversion theorem, the density p of 2, is given by 
f(x) = $ I_ ee’“‘$( t) dt. (2.11) 
-‘X 
Since 4 is absolutely integrable by Assumption 2.1, it follows from (2.11) that 
j(x) G c. (2.12) 
Assumption 2.3 implies that K2 is integrable. Since p is uniformly bounded, 
Var[&(x)]= E[~i(x)]2~ EKZ,(X-kt) 
I 
E 
= K’,(X -Y)?(Y) dy = 
-cc I 
oc 
bi2K2(Cx -y)lbJj‘(y) dy 
-cc 
I 
cc 
I 
ui 
SC b,‘K2((x-y)/b,) dy = C b,‘K2(z) dz G Cb,‘. 
-a, -cc 
(2.13) 
The lemma follows by noting that the constant C here is independent of x. 0 
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Lemma 2.2. There exists a positive integer v0 such that for all v0 s v s p - 1, 
sup ICov{a^,(x), &+,(x)1( c C. (2.14) 
YE68 
Proof. Denote 
I = Cov{&(x), a^,+&)}, (2.15) 
for brevity. Define for ts2, 
I--2 
XT = C arZ,-r. (2.16) 
r=O 
Define R, = T?,+, -XT+,. Note that there exists a v,, such that X?+U does not vanish 
for all v z= v,, . This can be done by choosing v0 large enough that a, f 0 for some 
0 G r G v,, - 1. Employing an argument similar to that used to obtain (2.12), it is seen 
that the density of XT+,, is uniformly bounded by a constant C with C being 
independent of u 2 q,. Thus 
supiE[b,‘K((z-X~+~)/b,)]l~ c. 
zclw 
A simple computation shows, 
u-1 
XT+” = C arZ,+r;mr, rZ, = ‘f’ a,Z, --r, 
r=O r=O 
and 
R, = T&+,-X:+,, = 
P-1 L’- I p-1 
C arZltGPr- C arZ,+umr= C arZ,+Umr. 
r=” r=” T=U 
Clearly, XT+, is $(Z,, . . . , .ZIIU)-measurable, where 9(2,, . . . , Z,,,) denotes the 
a-field generated by Z,, . . . , Z,,,. It is also clear that 2, is 9(Z_,+,, . . , Z,)- 
measurable and R, is s(Z,_,+, , . . . , Z,) -measurable. Since -p + 2 s v -p + 2 G 1, 
both 2, and R, are thus .F(Z_,+,, . . . , Z,)-measurable. Hence XT+, is independent 
of (2, , R,) because 9(Zz, . . . , Z,,,) and 9(Z-,+, , . . , Z,) are independent. 
Therefore 
= 
II” 
E[{b,‘K((x-~,)lb,)-~,}b,‘K((x-y-X~+,,)/b,)IR,=yl 
-zc 
X.&,,(Y) dy 
II 
I* 
= E[b,'K((x-y-XT+,)lb,)l 
-a7 
I 
00 
SC E[lb,‘K((x-rZ,)/b,)-~“I)R,=~lfR,(y)dy 
= CE.,~~‘K((x-~,),b~)-~~l~ C. 0 (2.17) 
Lemma2.3. Ford1 lSvs~-1, 
(2.18) 
Proof. Clearly, 
I = E[{h,‘K((x-~,)/b,)-~,}b,‘K((x-R,.-X~*,,)/b,,)] 
= E[{b,‘K((x-~,)/b,,)-lj,,}b,’ 
x{K((x-R,,-XT+~)Ib,)-K((x-XT+L.)Ib,)}l 
+Er{b,lK((x-rZ,)/b,,)-~,,}b,‘K((x-X~+,,>lb,)l. (2.19) 
The last term equals zero by the independence of 2, and Xf+“,, . By Assumption 2.3, 
16,‘K((x-~,)/b,,)-~,,)~2~b,‘. (2.20) 
By Assumption 2.3, 
111~ E[(b,‘K((x-~,)/b,)-~,l6,’ 
xIK((x-R,.-XT+,,, )/b,)-K((x-X~+~~)/b,)ll 
s CE[Jh,‘K((x-~,)/h,,)-~,Jb,‘JR,./6,)]~ Cb,“E 1 R,.l. (2.21) 
Recall that 
By Assumption Z, has finite mean. Thus, 
Lemma 2.4. Let 
1” . 
A,(x) =-i C Var[A,(x)l, 
n- ; -, 
and 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
Then 
sup[A,(x) + B,(x)] = O((nb,,)--I). 
.Y t Iw 
(2.25) 
. . -._II_-.- ,._.” _; ” .“_ 
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Proof. Lemma 2.1 shows that SUP,,~ A,(x) = O((nb,)-‘). It remains to show that 
supXER B,(x) =O((nb,)-‘). Clearly, Cov{a^,(x), a^,+,(~)}=0 if 1 +v>p or v>p-1 
since the process {k,} is p-independent. For all v 2 1, 
]Cov{a^,(x), a^,+,(x)}] s {Var[i,(x)] Var[a^,+,.(x)]}“‘=Var[~,(x)]. 
Therefore by (2.13), 
(2.26) 
for all n 2 1. Since u,’ in Lemma 2.2 is a finite fixed positive integer, by (2.26), 
isup “;’ ]Cov{a^,(x), d,+,(x)}] =O((nb,)-‘). 
.xtR r=, 
(2.27) 
Let m = m(n) = [b,‘]. By Lemmas 2.2,2.3 and Assumption 2.2, for an arbitrary x E R, 
f Lk’, ICov{a^,(x), &+&)>I 
s C(nb,,)-‘+ Cn-‘b;‘K’c C(nb,)-‘. (2.28) 
By the definition of B,(x) in (2.24) together with (2.27) and (2.28), it is easily 
seen that 
sup B,(x) s C(nb,)-‘. 
x t R 
q 
Define 
T(n) = (log n(nb,)-‘)“‘, 
and 
F, = K*(n), (2.30) 
where K > 0 is a large constant to be specified later in (2.54). 
We now compute a bound for 
P[lfn(x) - wi(x)I > &I. 
Clearly 
(2.29) 
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
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Therefore 
Lemma 2.5. Suppose that b, tends to zero slowly enough that 
~“~(log n)m”2b,3’2 f la,] = o( 1). 
‘=p 
Then 
sup P 
I E R 
[ 1: 
I 
5 (A,(x)-s^.(x))/ -I&,,] 
(2.33) 
(2.34) 
(2.35) 
Proof. By Assumption 2.3, 
IA,(x)-~,(x)l=lK,(x-Xi)-~,,-(K,,(x-rZi)-ili,)i 
s $K((x-X,)/b,,)-+((x-k),b,,) 
n I, 
(2.36) 
Now 
X,-i,= g aJ_,. 
r=” 
(2.37) 
Thus 
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We thus have 
IA,(x) -&(x)1 < Cb,*(X, -kil + Cb,’ f la,j. 
r=JI 
(2.39) 
BY (2.341, 
Cb,* ij Ia,1 = o(b,2n-“2(log n)“2b3,‘2) = o( T(n)). 
r=p 
Using (2.37) and the fact that {Z,} consists of i.i.d. random variables with finite 
variance, we have EIXj-gjJ2~ C I:=, af. By (2.39), for sufficiently large n that 
Cb,‘C:=,, I4 <k,, 
SP [ i lAi(x) - a*,(x)1 2 &..I ,=, 
s i P[lA,(x)-&(x)1 s;e,]s i P[Cb,*IX;-2+&J 
r=, r=, 
s i P[IX,-k,I~ CbZ,e,,]G CnEIX~-~J2b,4e,2 
i=, 
s Cn ; ufEZ;b,4e,2~ Cnbi4(log n(nb,)-I)-’ ; uf 
‘=p ‘=/I 
= Cn2b,3(log n)-’ f a:. 
‘=/I 
(2.40) 
The lemma follows since C can be chosen to be independent of x. Cl 
Lemma 2.6. Let a > 0 be an arbitrarily large positive constant. Then for sujficiently 
large n, 
Proof. Let 
f?(n, x) =’ i A,(x). 
n !=I 
(2.41) 
If n = 2pq for some integer valued function q = q(n), then i( n, x) can be written as 
9(n,x)=S(n,x,l)+Sl(n,x,2), (2.42) 
where 
S( n, x, 1) = i f( n, x, 2j), s^(n,x,2)= i ?(n,x,2j-l), (2.43) 
,=1 ,=1 
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with 
P(n,x,j)=l E A,(x) (j= 1, . . .,2q). (2.44) 
n I=C,-rjP+r 
If it is not the case that n = 2pq then the last blocks of s(n, x, 1) and g(n, x, 2) can 
be shorter than p but this does not affect the proof as will be seen later. Employing 
(2.7) and the fact that {k,} is p-dependent, it is seen that ?(n, x, 2j), j= 1,. . . , q, 
are independent random variables, and likewise p(n, x, 2j - l), j = 1,. . . ,4, are 
independent random variables. 
By (2.41) and (2.42), 
~P[l~(n,x,l))~JqF,]+P[l~(n,x,2))~ts,]. (2.45) 
We next compute a bound for P[lg(n, x, l)/ ~a&~]. An upper bound for 
P[I$(n, x, 2)( 2 a&,,] can be obtained similarly. We have 
P[14(n, x, l)/ a&] = P 
[I 
5 Q(n, x, 2j) I 1 a&, . ;=I (2.46) 
By the definition of i,(x) in (2.7), clearly Idi( s 22/b,,. Hence 
k s 2ip( nb,)-‘. (2.47) 
Let 
A, = (nb, log PI)“‘. (2.48) 
Using (2.47), (2.48) and the value of p in (2.6), 
A,( c(n, x, j)[ <2(nb, log n)“‘~[(4I?)‘n”‘b!,“(log n)m”2](nb,)m’ci. 
(2.49) 
Refer to q(n, x, 2j) as c(x) for simplicity. By (2.49), 
expA,V;(x)Gl+h,V;(x)+~(x)A2,, (2.50) 
exp(-A,+))S 1 -&q(x)+ c’f(x)A;. (2.51) 
Employing (2.50), (2.51), the Markov inequality and the independence ofthe q(x)‘s, 
=P 
[ 
; q(X)%, I [ +p i: -~(xpE, j=l j=* 1 
fi E[exp A,?(x)]+ fi E[exp(-h,,%(x))] 
;=1 ,=I > 
G2exp -An&, +A; 5 J@(X) . 
,‘I > 
(2.52) 
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Lemma 2.4 implies that, 
sup i E~:(x)~sup[A,(x)+B,(x)]~ C/(nb,), (2.53) 
XsR j=l i c R 
where A,(x) and B,(x) are as defined in (2.23) and (2.24). Thus 
z,pP[/.j, +n] c 2 eXp(-K log n f c log n) = 2neKtc (2.54) 
since A,,&, = K log n and A;/(&,,) = log n. The lemma follows by choosing K 
sufficiently large. 0 
Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 give: 
Lemma 2.7. Let LY > 0 be an arbitrarily large constant. Suppose (2.34) holds. Then for 
su&iently large n, 
zg fYIJ;l(x) - -%n( )I x > en]< Cn’b,‘(log n)-’ f af+2nY. q 
r=r 
(2.55) 
3. Uniform convergence off. 
Theorem 3.1. (i) Let D c [w be a compact set. Suppose Assumptions 2.1-2.4 and (2.34) 
hold. Assume b, tends to zero slowly enough that 
(3.1) 
where 
P(n, 1) = b19’*(log n))3’2ns’2 f af. 
‘=p 
Then supx,,lf,(x)- E&(x)1 = 0( F(n)) as., where q(n) = (log n(nb,))‘)“’ as 
dejned in (2.29). 
(ii) If in addition, 
If(x)-f(~)l~Clx-yl, _~lxllWx)ldx<~ 
I 
and 
n”*bi”(log n))“*+ 0, (3.2) 
then sup,,,lf,(x)-f(x)(=O(V(n)) a.s. as n+oo. 
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Proof. (i) Let 1= bz W( n). Since D is compact, it can be covered with, say, v intervals 
I,,k=l,..., q having sides of length 1 and center at x,. Clearly v s C[bz V( n)]-‘. 
Now 
supIf, - %7(x)1 
XEliD 
c max supl~(x)-~(x~)l+,~~_x~lfn(xk)-Esn(xk)l 
I-c-k- L’ xc,, .L c, 
+ max supIEf,(xk)-Ef(x)l. 
I _: h -- L) li t Ii 
For XE &, by Assumption 2.3, 
Ifn(x)-fn(xk>I~ Cb;21x-xh(~ Cb;*l=O(!P(n)) a.s. as n+oo. 
Therefore 
max supjfn(X)-~(Xk)l=O(ly(n)) a% 
,SkGU rt,, 
and 
max sup)Ef,(xk)-Ef,(x)J=O(~(n)) a.s. 
I-zk=-u XFI~ 
It remains to show that 
I~~~~l~(-l-k)-~~(xk)~=o(yl(n)). 
By Lemma 2.7, 
p 
[ 
,~f&Ifn(xk) - ‘%n(xk)l 3 &,a 1 
n2bg3(log n)-’ ; a3+2n-” 
‘=p I 
< C[b;(log n(nb,)-‘)“‘I-‘n’b,‘(log n)-’ : a; 
+ Cb,“‘(n/log n)“2n1’1 
< Cp(n 
9 
l)+Cb-‘/“n”/2’-” 
II (log rz-“2. 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
Using Assumption 2.4, it is not hard to see that the summation of the last term of 
(3.7) on n is finite for sufficiently large (Y. The proof of (i) then follows from the 
Borel-Cantelli lemma. 
(ii) By the Lipschitz condition of f and since jTs K(x) dx = 1 and 
jTW IxlK(x) dx<a, following Roussas (1988, p. 141), we have 
su~l%(x) -.f(x)l s Cb,,. 
.XE D 
But b, = 0( p(n)) by condition (3.2). The proof now follows from (i) and also by 
noting that 
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Example 3.1. Given sequences of positive numbers {a,}, {b,}, let a, - b, mean that 
a,/ b, is bounded away from zero and infinity as n + CO. Suppose Ja,( - r-’ for some 
6 > 2. Then 
r;P la,1 -P-“+‘Y (3.8) 
and (2.34) is satisfied if 
n1/2(log n)-“2&3/2p-s+’ = o( 1), (3.9) 
that is 
n’/2(log n)-1/2bn3/2(n’12b~/2(log n))‘/2)-fi+’ = o(l), 
which reduces to 
(3.10) 
n1-_(fi/2)(log r+‘+(fi/2)&-@/2) = o(l). 
Clearly, (3.11) is satisfied if 
(3.11) 
or 
(3.12) 
r( n, 1) = nbr+2)‘(8-2)(log n))’ + cc. (3.13) 
It is easily seen that (3.13) implies the condition of Assumption 2.4 since b, tends 
to zero as n tends to infinity. 
Using the value of p in (2.6), 
Thus 
Let 
(3.15) 
h(n) = n log n(log log n)‘+’ (3.16) 
for some F > 0. Then CT=I (l/h(n)) <cc and (3.1) is satisfied if 
P(n, l)h(n)+O 
as n + a. From (3.15)-(3.17), we obtain that (3.1) holds if 
n3P8b,(4t’) (log n)“-‘n log n(log log n)‘+’ + 0, 
that is, 
n 4PSbi(4t’)(log n)“-2(log log n)‘+’ + 0, 
(3.14) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
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or equivalently, 
r(n, 2) _ nby+4’/‘“-4’(]og n)y”‘l’“-4’(log log n)y(I+P)/(fi-4)+00, (3.20) 
for some F>O. 
Clearly n(u) = CF=_, la,1 - u?+‘. Thus I:=, n(u) - I-‘+’ and Assumption 2.2 is 
satisfied if S > 4. A simple computation shows 
r(n, I),/~(~, 2) ~ bn4fi/l(~~-2)(rS~4)1(log n)~1+r(6-2)/(fi~4)1(log log n)(l+~)/(8-4), 
whichtendstoinfinitysince6,j0,-46/[(6-2)(6-4)]<0,-1+[(6-2)/(S-4)]> 
0 and (1-t ~)/(6 -4) > 0. Thus (3.20) implies (3.13). 
Summarizing, we have: 
Corollary 3.1. Let DC R be a compact set. Suppose that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.3 
hold and Ia,1 - r-’ for some 6 > 4. In addition if (3.20) holds for some e > 0, then 
sup ]fn(x) - Efn(x)I = O( ‘U(n)) as. 0 
XFD 
Remark 3.1. Note that when 6 is large, condition (3.20) is marginally close to the 
condition that nb, + cc normally assumed in the independent case. 
Example 3.2. Suppose X, is a stationary autoregressive process of order 1 given by 
x,=px,_,+z, (3.21) 
for some -l<p<l. Then 
x, = f $Z,&. (3.22) 
h=O 
In this case (2.34) is satisfied if 
n”2(log n)m”2bi3’2 f (pi’ = o(1). 
,=p 
Now 
(3.23) 
f Id = IPIPl(l -Id). 
,=/I 
(3.24) 
Thus (3.23) is satisfied if 
P(n,2)=n “*(log n)-“Zb,“2/plp =0(l), 
that is, 
P(n, 2) = o(1). 
Suppose p/log n -+ 00, that is 
n 1/2Q2(log n))W, a, 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
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or equivalently 
nb,(log n))‘+ co. (3.28) 
Let C be an arbitrarily large constant. Then p > C log n for sufficiently large n and 
then 
/?(n, 2)s Cn”‘(log n)-“‘(n-‘(log n)3)(p(p+0, 
since lp\ < 1. Hence condition (3.28) implies condition (2.34). 
Next, 
(3.29) 
; aZ= ; $’ =$p/(l-$). 
‘=p ‘=p 
Hence 
fi(n, 1)s Cb,9’2(log n)~“‘2ns’2p2”. 
Since p2< 1, using (3.28) and the fact that p/log n +a, it is easily seen that (3.1) 
is satisfied. 
Summarizing the result above and noting that Assumption 2.4 is satisfied, we 
obtain: 
Corollary 3.2. Let D c R be a compact set. Suppose X, is the$rst order autoregressive 
process dejined in (3.21) with IpI < 1 and that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.3 are satisjied. 
[f‘h, tends to zero slowly enough that (3.28) is satisfied, then 
suplf,(x)-Ef,(x)l =O(q(n)) a.s. 0 
xc D 
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